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American concert music enters the 21st century having found its voice. The “Great Cultural Melting Pot” has resulted in a blending of different types of original American popular music with European forms to create a sound that is uniquely American. This dissertation focuses primarily on this combination through the presentation of three recitals of song and chamber music. The American popular music genre includes ragtime, blues, jazz, folk-music, and musical theater.

I have incorporated many different combinations of instruments and voices to create interesting, varied programs of American music. These recitals represent the gradual inclusion of the original American genre onto the classical concert stage. In order to make my dissertation topic relevant to the present day, I have included many works of living composers with whom I have had personal contact, either in coachings or masterclasses. They are: William Bolcom, John Musto, Richard Hundley, and Ricky Ian Gordon. Other important represented composers are Leonard Bernstein, Aaron Copland, Andre Previn, David Schiff, Morton Gould, and George Gershwin.
The originality of this music is helping to establish a national music for the United States. The quality and variety of the music confirms the importance of this repertoire to the world of music. This dissertation comprises three recitals that showcase American art song and chamber music, which took place on December 10, 2002, May 11, 2004, both in Ulrich Recital Hall, and on May 19, 2005 in the Gildenhorn Recital Hall of the Clarice Smith Performing Arts Center in College Park, Maryland. Recordings of these recitals may be obtained in person or online from the Michelle Smith Performing Arts Library of the University of Maryland, College Park.
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